
finished measurements: 
A  width: 14cm (5½”)       hight: 20cm (8”)       depth: 4cm (1⅝”)
B  width: 20cm (8”)       hight: 20cm (8”)       depth: 4cm (1⅝”)

EXPERIENCE LEVEL

Introducing the Minnie Bag sewing pattern - an essential crossbody for carrying your travel 
or daily essentials in style. Choose view A for a classic rectangular silhouette or view B for a 
distinctive circular shape, adding a unique touch to your outfit. Whichever you prefer, this 
bag will surely become your favourite on-the-go accessory with its two front pockets, inner 
pocket and removable strap for hands-free exploration. Crafted with care and attention to 
detail, this pattern ensures easy access to your phone, passport, and other essentials. The 
bag is underlined with bias bound inner seams, adding durability and a professional finish 
to your creation.

Minnie Bag

seam allowance: 1cm (⅜”) and included throughout the pattern 

fabric requirements and other supplies:

- 0.5m (½y) of medium weight woven fabric, main,
- 0.5m (½y) of lightweight fabric, lining,
- 0.5m (½y) of medium weight interfacing,
- 1.2m (1⅓ y) of 2cm - 2.5cm (¾”-1”) wide webbing, or add 30cm (12”) to the length if 
making the strap adjustable,
- 2x D-rings and 2x swivel hooks to match width of the webbing,
- optional: 1x slider buckle if making the strap adjustable,
- view A: 1x 20cm (8”) long standard zip or continuous zip with 2 sliders cut to size,
- view B:  1x 25cm (10”) long standard zip or continuous zip with 2 sliders cut to size,
- 1.5m (1⅝ y) of 2.5 (1”) wide bias binding,
- optional: 3-5 sets of double cap metal rivets.
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